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Kyle Hayes is Special Counsel in the Global Projects Department of Baker Botts, where his practice focuses on project development and M&A (corporate and
project-level) across a broad array of renewable energy assets and technologies. Kyle’s sponsor-side representation has included that of private equity firms,
investment banks, renewable developers, utilities, and Fortune 100 companies, amongst others. He provides strategic commercial and legal advice to clients on
transactions involving solar, wind, battery storage, carbon capture facilities, waste-to-energy projects and various renewable fuels, principally RNG and
sustainable aviation fuel.

Prior to entering private practice, Kyle served as in-house counsel to Con Edison of New York, where he handled various commercial, transactional and
regulatory matters related to wholesale and retail energy markets. He began his legal career at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).

Kyle holds a JD from George Mason University School of Law and a BA, with honors, from the University of Connecticut.

Special Counsel – Global Projects | New York
P: +1.212.408.2586 | E: kyle.hayes@bakerbotts.com

Baker Botts, a Dynamo founding member, is a leading global law firm recognized for its energy and technology practices and are fully engaged at the convergence of
technological innovation, decarbonization, and the electrification of energy consumption that are at the heart of the energy transition. Baker Botts offers a
multidisciplinary approach to clients’ needs in the broader energy transition space, bringing together technical know-how, deal structuring, project, financing and capital
markets experience, as well as proactive thought leadership and advice for critical regulatory, environmental, tax, and intellectual property matters.
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“Energy Transition” Projects

• Value Proposition:  Well-structured energy transition projects with credit- worthy
counterparties, while presenting higher risk than renewable deals, merit a greater reward
to financiers.  

 
• New Technologies: Energy transition projects can also involve the scaling of innovative

technologies.  For example, certain new technology converts various waste materials to
create alternative fuels which fuels can in turn be used to make consumer products,
sustainable aviation fuel, renewable natural gas, direct air capture or commercial
utilization of captured carbon dioxide.

 
• Infrastructure: Government incentives in both the IRA and the Infrastructure and Jobs

Act of 2021 provide support for the build out of hydrogen and carbon hubs and
infrastructure, pipelines, sequestration sites and EV charging infrastructure.  
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Inflation Reduction Act –Highlights

• When examined closely, the IRA is a reflection of climate change policy and heavy
political maneuvering

– Effectively written to appease Manchin (zero Republicans voted for it in the House or
Senate)

– Fairly unprecedented to use the tax code as a catalyst for jobs

• Opens market up to new players
– Developers of projects as big winners, particularly for hydrogen and CCS (direct pay

recipients)
– Market for new tax credit transferees

• Certainty in the market
– The last few years brought anxiety to the renewables market with suspense around

whether certain incentives would be phased out after short periods
– Investment community support

• Government as “loss leader”
–     DOE loan program
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IRA-What’s New?
• Base tax credit rate for ITC is much smaller (6%)—previously, a larger credit amount applied but often created a

scramble for safe harboring
 

– Now 2 tier credit structure
– Prevailing wage and apprenticeship (get you to 30%)

– Classic carrot-and-stick

– Actively being negotiated by project developers
– Difficult without Treasury/IRS guidance
– Change in Law Risk
 

– Exemption for compliance if project “commences construction” prior to 60 days after issuance of IRS regulations
 

• Credit “Bonuses” (up to 50% ITC)
– Domestic content
– “Energy communities”

• “West Virginia!”
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IRA-What’s New? (cont.)

• New asset types/technologies eligible for ITC/PTC
– Standalone battery storage (ITC)
– Clean hydrogen (PTC)

– Captures “green” and “blue” hydrogen

– Biogas (ITC)
– Questions around application to landfill gas projects

– EVs
– Stimulate demand for batteries and components made in the US
 

• Credit “Stacking”
• PTC vs. ITC Election
• Ways to monetize tax credits

– Direct Pay
– Transferability
– No ability to monetize depreciation
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IRA-What Hasn’t Changed?
• Tax Equity Lives!

– Fundamental need to appease a 3P tax equity investor given some of the new additions
– Unlikely to see opinions until guidance is released

– Depreciation
 

• Fear of IRS recapture, but questions remain around transferability
 
• No prohibition on ability to generate revenue from existing environmental attributes created by a project (i.e.,

renewable energy credits, low carbon fuel standard credits)
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Outlook
• TREASURY GUIDANCE WILL BE KEY

– IRS so far has been very welcoming to industry

• Signaling for US manufacturing
• Renewable fuels emerge
• Important to stay in touch with relevant advisors

 


